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                BEST ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS 
                

                
                Cable Glands
                

                
                We are Leading Supplier of All Types of Cable Gland With
 leading Manufacture like: Comet, Hensel, Comex and many more.
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                BEST ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS 
 
                

                
                Commercial  Lighting
                

                
                Ankit Electricals Private Limited are theexperts for commercial and industrial lighting.
 We proudly offer best quality and great pricing for all lighting and electrical products.
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                BEST ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS 
 
                

                
                Cables
                

                
                We offer Wires And Cables. We offer these wires and cables in customized
 specifications as per the requirements of clients at market leading prices.
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                Limit Switch and Sensor

                We offer limit switches and sensors that are perfectly designed to meet the varied needs of our valued clients. These are known for their compact design and high efficiency properties.

                Read more
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                Wires Cables

                We offer Wires And Cables. We offer these wires and cables incustomized specifications as per the requirements of clients at market leading prices.

                Read more
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                Junction Boxes

                We are Leading Supplied of all types of Enclosure and Junction Box in Reputed Make Like: Hensel.
                  We are offering high quality electrical enclosures and junction boxes. 
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                ONE STOP SOLUTION FOR ALL YOUR ELECTRICAL NEEDS 
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              WHO ARE WE

             Ankit Electricals Private Limited was established in 1984. The Company was incorporated as an Industrial Trading House and is a group of professionals having vast experience in Trading and Marketing of various type of electrical goods.
Ankit Electicals is a leading stockist and supplier for all sort of Electrical items of various reputed makes.

Ankit Electicals is a leading stockist and supplier for all sort of Electrical items of various reputed makes.
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                      With Ankit Electricals Private Limited, you will receive expert electrical construction services from a Diamond Certified Provider. We offer reliable, quality work, but you don't have to take our word for it. Read what our customers have said about our services below.

                      - R.K Mittal Company Name
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                       "Very friendly, very knowledgeable, and they get the job done quickly. Mostly the quality of their work, and they are very helpful when it comes to getting jobs done that are needed.

                      - Varun Saini Company Name
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                      "They do very good electrical work. They are friendly, conscientious about their work, arrive on time, charge fair prices, and make good recommendations about our electrical service. " "I liked their personal touch, and helpful, attentive interest. I've used them twice and would use them again.

                      - Rakesh Kumar Company Name
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                       "We have used them to do work on our rentals and on our own home as well. They are professional, prompt, and courteous. They are very versatile in their electrical knowledge and abilities. " "I like that they arrive on time, are able to do the work, stand by their work, and are competent." 

                      - Ravi Jain Company Name
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                       "We have used them several times, and they have always done good quality work. I recommend them to others all the time because of the great experiences we have had using them. They are professional, and I feel comfortable having them in our home." "I like that their work is good, and they know what they are doing. I like that I feel comfortable with them doing the work.

                      - Monika Company Name
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                       "They had excellent customer service, very reasonable rates, and a very polite personnel who were very respectful. I would definitely recommend them again. I think all around, the quality of work was excellent.

                      - Devender Singh Company Name
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              If You have any query please contact us

              


1809, Ist floor, Bhagirath Palace,

Chandni Chowk
Delhi (India)-110006,





(O) 23873098, 23869752 





sales@ankitelectricals.com





011-23864570
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